Abstract. Let c~ be the geodesic inversion on a Heisenberg type group N with homogeneous dimension Q, and denote by S the jacobian of c~. We prove that, for -~Q< < *EQ, the operators
Introduction
The class of Heisenberg type groups was introduced by Kaplan in [8] as a class of two-step nilpotent Lie groups whose standard sublaplacians admit fundamental solutions analogous to that known ibr the Heisenberg group. It includes all Iwasawa N-groups associated to real rank one simple Lie groups. The formalism of Heisenberg type groups provides a unified way for studying many problems on real rank one simple Lie groups that can be reduced to problems on the associated Iwasawa N-group [3] , [4] , [5] .
In [3] it was proved that the Iwasawa N-groups are characterised among all Heisenberg type groups by a Lie-algebraic condition, the so called J2-condition; moreover it was proved that the geodesic inversion cr on N is conformal if and only if the J2-condition holds.
In this paper we study some properties of the action of the inversion cr on functions. We consider the operators T~ defined on C~(N) by the formula
T~f=S 1/2-~/Q(focr), fEC~(N), -EQ<c<EQ, 1 1
where S denotes the jacobian of the map or. Clearly the operator Ta extends to an
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tteisenberg type groups
Let n be a two-step real nilpotent Lie algebra, with an inner product (-,. }. Write n as an orthogonal sum n=t~| where 3 is the center of n. where Iv is the identity on g. A connected and simply connected Lie group N whose Lie algebra is an H-type algebra is said to be an H-type group. The Iwasawa N-groups associated to all real rank one simple groups are H-type. Note that from property (1), it follows that 3= [v, v] , and moreover the dimension of ~ is even. We denote by Q the number do +2da. In Section 5 we shall need the following properties of the map J. These properties are proved in [3, Section 1]:
where Pj~xX' is the projection of the vector X' on the space J3X={JzX:Zcs}.
Since N is a nilpotent Lie group, the exponential mapping is surjective. Let X be in ~ and Z be in ~; we denote by (X, Z) the element exp(X+Z) of the group N and by log(X, Z) the element X+Z of the Lie algebra n.
By the Baker Campbell Hausdorff formula, the group law is given by
The group N is unimodular and a Haar measure dn on N is dX, dZ, where dX and dZ are the Lebesgue measures on the real vector spaces t~ and 3 respectively.
The Iwasawa N-groups are characterized, among all H-type groups, by an algebraic condition, called the J2-condition.
Definition. ([3] ) We say that n satisfies the J2-condition if, for any X in l~ and Z, Z' in 3, such that (Z, Z ~) =0, there exists Z" in 3 such that
JzJz, x=Jz,,x.
In Section 5 we shall see that this condition is strictly linked with the geometric properties of the inversion a on N.
When N is abelian, cr is the classical inversion or: x~--~-Ix I 2z on R d~ ~N. In the general case it is the limit on the boundary N of the geodesic inversion on the Dame~Ricci space associated to N (see [4] and [5] for further details). The map cr has been studied in [3] ; it is given by o-(X,Z): In [3] it is proved that a is conformal if and only if the J2-condition holds, i.e., if and only if N is an Iwasawa N-group.
Let t be a positive real number. We define the homogeneous dilation dt on N by
5~(X,Z)=(tX, t2Z), (X,Z)~N.
It is easy to check that at is a group automorphism and that the number Q=do +2d 3 is the homogeneous dimension of N. A homogeneous gauge on N is the function there exists a unique C ~ measure dr] on E such that the following polar coordinate integral formula holds:
IE.I d, r U ?da We fix orthonormal bases t 5J3=1 and t k.]k=l of ~ and a, respectively. For X_v, do X in v and Z in a, we write -z-~j=l xyEj and Z=~{~_I zkUk. Given a vector V in n, we denote by V the left-invariant vector field associated to it, hence we write
We shall refer to vectors in D as horizontal tan9ent vectors.
It is easy to check that, for a smooth function f on N,
where j=l, ..., d, and k=l, ..., da.
From now on we shall write
Finally, we use the "variable constant convention", according to which constants are denoted by C, and these are not necessarily equal at different occurrences. All "constants" are positive.
Fractional powers of the sublaplacian
In this section, we recall some properties of homogeneous distributions which we will use in the next sections. For further details, the reader can refer to [2] and [6] . 
Lorentz and Sobolev spaces
Let f be a measurable function on the group N. The nonincreasing rearrangement of f is the function f* on R + defined by A good reference for Lorentz spaces is [7] . We recall a few facts from that paper.
Lemma 2. ([7, p. 273])
Let p and r be in (1, oo Definition. For real c~, we define the homogeneous Sobolcv space 7t~(N) to be the completion of the space of smooth functions with compact support on N with respect to the norm
Ilf[tn~=l[A~/2fllL 2, feUd(N).
The spaces 7/~ (N) and 7-/ ~ (N) are dual with respect to the pairing
We have the following Sobolev immersion properties. We need the following characterization of Sobolev spaces, proved by Folland in the nonhomogeneous case for c~>0; his proof can be adapted without substantial changes to the case of homogeneous Sobolev spaces of any order.
If f is in ~(N), we shall write Ejf for the distributional derivatives of f. The following multiplier theorem was proved in [2] for the real, complex and the quaternionic Iwasawa N-groups. We conclude that is bounded from to 7/"(N) for in Add(N) with Re(d) =a-ft.
(ii) Let m be in Add(N) with Re(d)=0 and let f be in ~I(N). We shall prove that mf is in ~I(N) by using Theorem 6, i.e., we shall verify that /~j(mf) is in ":H~ for every j=l, ..., d,. We have 
Ej (m f) = F,j (m)f +mEj (f).

Since f is in J-/I(N), by Theorem 6 the function/~j(f) is in ?r176 Moreover the function m is in Ad~ so/~j(m) is in Ad-I(N). Therefore by step (i) we obtain
IIEj(mf)llL= IIF, jmlh ,o
Inversion and Sobolev spaces
Denote by S the jacobian of the inversion or, i.e.,
fNf(n) dn=/Nf(~(n))S(rt)dn, f EC~(N).
In [3] it is proved that, if the J2-condition holds, then S=B Q/2. The expression of the density S in the general case is not known; however it is easy to prove that S is homogeneous of degree -2@ For real c~, define a linear operator T~ by
for every measurable function f on N.
It is easy to check that the operator To is bounded on L 2(N). In this section we prove that the operator T~ is bounded on "/-t~(N), for every 1Q<(x<l 5Q, if and only if N is an Iwasawa N-group (see Theorem 9) . The proof uses the fact, proved in [3] , that the inversion cr on N is conformal if and only if the g2_condition holds.
We recall that a map #: N--+N is contbrmal if d# maps horizontal tangent vectors to horizontal tangent vectors, and restricted to the space of such vectors is a multiple of an isometry at each point. Actually, in the proof of Theorem 9, we use the fact that dcr maps horizontal tangent vectors to horizontal tangent vectors if and only if the Y2-condition holds. We have
where, for V in n, we denote by ~v the function on N given by ~v (n)= (log ~(n), V}, and for n= (X, Z),
d~
Gj,k(fg ) = (~Tj(TUk)(Ig)~-~ E (U(X, z)-lorkA(X t Z)X, Si)(Ejo-Ei)(I~). i 1
It follows that the theorem is proved if we show that Gj,/~=0, j=l,...,d,, k 1,...,da, if and only if the J2-condition holds. We claim that
for every (X, Z) in N, and for every j 1, ..., d0 and k=l, ..., d aIt is easy to see that if the j2-condition holds then this expression vanishes; on the other hand from this equality it follows that if Gj,k=O, then
Pa, x(JwJzX)-(z,w)x=-aw&X, x~t,, w,z~a.
In particular for (W, Z}=0, the last equality implies that JwJzX belongs to J3X, i.e., the d2-condition holds.
We now prove the claim, i.e., equality (5). Let Av(X, Z)=(A(X,Z)X,V}. 
Remember that S is homogeneous of degree -2Q, so that S1/2(EjS1/2-1/Q)oo -is homogeneous of degree -1, and by Theorem 7 we conclude that
Analogously, since S1/Q((EyE~)oct) is homogeneous of degree 0, we obtain
<_ CIIEiflIL= <_ Cllfll~.
Therefore T1 is bounded on ~I(N).
The case where 0<(~<1 follows by complex interpolation arguing as in Theorem 7.
We write [0, 89
[h-1, h) and proceed by induction on h. We have just proved that T~ is bounded on 7t ~ (N), when c~ is in [0, 1). Now suppose that T~ is bounded on 7t~(N) when c~ is in [h 1, h) and let c~ be in [h, h+l). We have
Elf . 
Note that the functions
@C ~l/Q(i~l(EJ(TE{)O(T)Eif,,l_ta_l d~
The case where -89 follows by duality, since T~=T*~.
Conversely, we show that the operator T~ is unbounded on ,]_~1 (N) when N is not an Iwasawa group. Let p be in C~(N) such that p~l in a neighbourhood 5/ of the identity 0.
Suppose that the J<condition does not hold and let fi be in N\b/such that Gj,k (fi)# 0 for some j and k, where Gj,k was defined in Lemma 8. Let -4</3<-2 and define
f(n) =g)(~-ln)B(f~-ln)-(~+Q)/s, n E N.
Note that the function f is in ~I(N), because it is compactly supported and it behaves like B(gz 1. )-(~+O)/s in a neighbourhood of/~t and/3<-2.
We now show that Tlf is not in ~*(N). From formula (4) In this section, we assume that the J2-condition holds, i.e., that N is the Iwasawa nilpotent subgroup of a connected, real-rank-one simple Lie group.
The group G of conforrnal transformations of NO{oc} is generated by translations, rotations, dilations and the inversion ~ and it is isomorphic to the aforementioned simple group [9] , [131, [14] . For g in G denote by w-~9 -1.n the action of g on NO{oc} and by Jg its jaeobian, i.e.,
Nf(n dn=/x f(g l"n)ffg(n) dn, f 9
Let a be a real number and define a representation 7r~ of G on When g is the inversion ~, then
~(g) =T~
which is bounded on 7-/~ (N) by Theorem 9.
Let g be a dilation 6t, for t real. We have 
